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Dugan's Pub 

"Upscale Irish Pub"

Lifelong dream of owner Don Dugan, Dugan's Pub has quickly become a

local favorite. Raising the bar on the usual pub-grub, Dugan's cuisine is

made from scratch, using fresh, local ingredients. Expect to find traditional

pub fare like soups, salads, appetizers, sandwiches and burgers. An

unexpected find is there Irish portion of the menu, which features bangers

and mash, Guinness chicken and of course the ubiquitous corned beef

hash. The decor lends a cozy air to the bright and open space with dark

wood furnishings, stained glass accents, intimate booths and even a

double sided fireplace.

 +1 501 244 0542  www.duganspublr.com/  mail@duganspublr.com  401 East Third Street, River

Market District, Little Rock

AR
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Cregeen's Irish Pub 

"Friendly Neighborhood Watering Hole"

Tucked away in North Little Rock, Cregeen's Irish Pub is a local favorite.

Find the perfect mixture of brews, spirits, sports watching, weekly events

and hearty cuisine all under one roof at this establishment. The elevated

pub-grub is truly a culinary experience with dishes like their renowned

Irish nachos and Harp beer battered fish and chips. Their homemade

bread pudding made with a Jameson sauce pairs perfectly with an Irish

coffee and ends the evening on a sweet note.

 +1 501 376 7468  www.cregeens.com  argenta@cregeens.com  301 Main Street, Little Rock

AR
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Layla's Gyros and Pizzeria 

"Great for Lunch or Dinner"

Putting a spin on a traditional dish, Layla's Gyros and Pizzeria serves a

great gyro calzone. They have a selection of salads, sandwiches, and

platters, all featuring flavorful meats and vegetables. They serve pizza as

well, all with friendly service. Try the falafel platter, which includes these

delicious fried snacks along with hummus, tzatziki sauce, and pita bread.

Leave room for dessert and enjoy the baklava!

 +1 501 227 7272  www.laylasgyro.com/  9501 North Rodney Parham Road, Little

Rock AR
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The Pantry 

"German Cuisine"

In true European style, dining at The Pantry is about the experience you

have with friends and family. There's no rush, so take your time and chat

over a glass of wine. For starters, try the truffled deviled eggs, which are

topped with Parmesan crisps. You'll find fantastic beers on tap to

complement your food. Don't leave without trying the cheesecake, which

is topped with a layer of creme brulee; it's as indulgent as it sounds!

https://pixabay.com/photos/beer-entertainment-table-alcohol-2425247/


 +1 501 353 1875  littlerockpantry.com/  littlerockpantry@gmail.com  11401 Rodney Parham, Little

Rock AR
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